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1. A conversation begins
with a lie. And each
speaker of the so-called common language feels
the ice-floe split, the drift apart
as if powerless, as if up against
a force of nature.
A poem can begin
with a lie. And be torn up.
A conversation has other laws
recharges itself with its own
false energy. Cannot be torn
up. Infiltrates our blood. Repeats itself.
Inscribes with its unreturning stylus
the isolation it denies.
2. The classical music station
playing hour upon hour in the apartment
the picking up and picking up
and again picking up the telephone
The syllables uttering
the old script over and over
The loneliness of the liar
living in the formal network of the lie
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twisting the dials to drown the terror
beneath the unsaid word
3. The technology of silence
The rituals, etiquette
the blurring of terms
silence not absence
of words or music or even
raw sounds
Silence can be a plan
rigorously executed
the blueprint to a life
It is a presence
it has a history a form
Do not confuse it
with any kind of absence
4. How calm, how inoffensive these words
begin to seem to me
though begun in grief and anger
Can I break through this film of the abstract
without wounding myself or you
there is enough pain here
This is why the classical or the jazz music station plays?
to give a ground of meaning to our pain?
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5. The silence that strips bare:
in Dreyer's Passion of Joan
Falconetti's face, hair shorn, a great geography
mutely surveyed by the camera
If there were a poetry where this could happen
not as blank spaces or as words
stretched like a skin over meanings
but as silence falls at the end
of a night through which two people
have talked till dawn
6. The scream
of an illegitimate voice
It has ceased to hear itself, therefore
it asks itself
How do I exist?
This was the silence I wanted to break in you
I had questions but you would not answer
I had answers but you could not use them
This is useless to you and perhaps to others
7. It was an old theme even for me:
Language cannot do everything —
chalk it on the walls where the dead poets
lie in their mausoleums
7
If at the will of the poet the poem
could turn into a thing
a granite flank laid bare, a lifted head
alight with dew
If it could simply look you in the face
with naked eyeballs, not letting you turn
till you, and I who long to make this thing,
were finally clarified together in its stare
8. No. Let me have this dust,
these pale clouds dourly lingering, these words
moving with ferocious accuracy
like the blind child's fingers
or the newborn infant's mouth
violent with hunger
No one can give me, I have long ago
taken this method
whether of bran pouring from the loose-woven sack
or of the bunsen-flame turned low and blue
If from time to time I envy
the pure annunciations to the eye
the visio beaiifica
if from time to time I long to turn
like the Eleusinian hierophant
holding up a simple ear of grain
8
for return to the concrete and everlasting world
what in fact I keep choosing
are these words, these whispers, conversations




LEAVING FOR THE SABBATH
"'She got up in the night and, by the
light of a candle, anointed herself
with the contents of a small box.
Then with a few words she was
transported to the Sabbath."
—Jean Bodin, On the Demonology of Sorcerers
There were a dozen of them, eating beer soup, and each one
used the fore-arm bone of a deadman as a spoon.
The fireplace was red with coals, the candles mushroomed in
the smoke, and the plates had that smell of a trench in springtime.
Whenever Maribas laughed or cried, you heard the sound
of a bow scraping over three shrill strings on a broken violin.
And when, in the light of a candle, the old man opened up
his book of spells, a burning fly fell out.
This fly was still buzzing when a spider, with its great
hairy belly, scaled an edge of the magic book.
But already the sorcerers and witches had flown off
through the fireplace, some straddled over the broom or tongs,
and Maribas on the tail of a pan.
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THE POINTED BEARD
If one doesn't keep his head cocked,
His beard in curls adorned,
And his moustache in refined locks.
By the ladies he is scorned.
—d' Assouci, Poems
It was holiday at the synagogue. The gloom was starred
with silver lamps, and the rabbis, in robes and spectacles, were
kissing their Talmuds, muttering, sniffling, spitting and blowing
their noses.
Then suddenly, between all those round, oval, and square
beards, their curls exhaling amber and benzoin, there was no-
ticed a beard cut in point.
An elder named Elebotham, his hair set in a stack of flan-
nel, sparkling with jewels, gets up and shouts, ^'Blasphemy!
We have among us a pointed beard!"
"A Lutherian beard!" "A short cloak!" "Kill the Philis-
tine!" The crowd in the pews stamps with rage while the high
priest screams, "Samson! Save us! The jawbone of an ass!"
But the horseman Melchior has unfolded a parchment
stamped with the Imperial arms. "The order" he reads, "to ar-
rest the butcher Isaac van Heck, and hang him, pig of Israel,
between two pigs of Flanders."
Thirty soldiers are on their way, clomping in the shadows of
the corridor. "To hell with your halberds!" Isaac laughs, as
he jumps from a window into the Rhine.
n
THE GOTHIC ROOM
''At night, my room is
full of demons."
—the Fathers of the Church
"The earth is an embalmed flower," I said to the night,
"whose pistil and stamen are the moon and stars."
My eyes were full of sleep as I closed the stained-glass win-
dow, the black Calvary cross set in the yellow halo.
If it was only the dwarf at midnight— the traditional hour of
serpents and devils — drunk on the oil from my lamp. . . .
If it was only the nurse with her monotonous lullaby,
dressed in my father's armor, singing to the stillborn child. . . .
If it was only the soldier's skeleton, locked in the woodwork,
knocking his forehead, elbows and knees. . . .
If it was only my grandfather stepping down from his worm-
eaten frame, dipping his glove in the holy water. . . .
But it's Scarbo biting my neck, and searing the wound with




And pray for the dead.
—call of the night-crier
When the night hour trembles in the steeple, that's when
it's fine to look at the moon, whose nose is a golden coin.
*
Two lepers were moaning under my window. A dog howled
at the crossroads. And in my house, a cricket was making his
prophecies.
But soon there was nothing but silence. The lepers went
back to their kennels, to the sounds of Jacquemart beating his
wife.
The dog slipped off through an alley, past the soldiers of the
watch, who were rusted with rain and chilled by the north wind.
And the cricket fell asleep with the last glow of ashes in
my fireplace.
And me, so twisted with fever, it looked like the moon
had cranked up its face, and stuck out its tongue like a hanged
man.
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THE FIVE FINGERS OF THE HAND
"'An honest family, where
there's never been a
bankruptcy, and where no
one has ever been hung."
—the lineage of Jean de Nivelle
The thumb is this fat Flemish innkeeper, with a lewd, grum-
bling temper, smoking on his doorstep at the sign of the double
March beer.
The index is his wife, a bitch as dry as dried fish, who starts
her day by slapping her maid in jealousy, and stroking the bottle
that she loves.
The middle finger is their son, a young man roughed out by
an axe, who'd be a soldier if he wasn't tending bar, and a horse if
he weren't a man.
The ring finger is their daughter, the quick and headstrong
Zerbina, who sells lace to the ladies and doesn't sell smiles to the
soldiers.
And the little finger, the finger of the ear, is the youngest, the
Benjamin of the family, a crybaby hanging from his mother's
waist like a child on a witch's hook.
The five fingers of this hand are the most thorough slap in the
face ever grown in the gardens of the noble city of Haarlem.
14
HAARLEM
When the golden cock of Amsterdam sings,
The golden hen of Haarlem is thinking.
—Nostradamus, The Centuries
Haarlem, a terrific carnival, the kernel of the Flemish
school. Haarlem painted by Jean Breughel, Peeter Neefs,
David Teniers, and Paul Rembrandt.
And the canal where the blue water trembles, the gold glass-
work flaming in the church, and the balcony where the linen is
drying. And the roofs, green with hops.
And the storks that beat their wings around the town clock,
stretching their necks in the air, catching raindrops in their
beaks.
And the carefree Burgomaster strokes his double chin, and
the flower girl grows thinner, her eyes attached to a tulip.
And the gypsy girl who faints on her mandolin, the old man
playing his Rommelpot, and the child whose bladder is swelling.
And the drinkers who smoke in the one-eyed bar, and the
servant girl who hangs a dead pheasant in the hotel window.
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THE TULIP MERCHANT
'"The tulip is, among the flowers,
like the peacock among the birds.
One has no scent; the other, no
song. One prides itself on its
dress; the other on its tail."
—The Garden of Rare and Unusual Flowers
No noise, except the vellum pages getting bruised by the
fingers of Master Huylten, who never takes his eyes off his Bible,
with its gothic illuminations, except to admire the gold and purple
of two captive fish at the moist sides of the bowl.
The hinges turn on the door; it's a flower merchant, his arms
loaded with pots of tulips, excusing himself for interrupting the
studies of such a learned figure.
"Master," he says, "Here is the treasure of treasures, the
marvel of all marvels — a bulb like this blooms only once every
hundred years in the palace of the emperor of Constantinople."
"A tulip!" says the old man, furious. "A tulip! That sym-
bol of pride and lust which has begotten the odious heresies of
Luther and Melancthon on the miserable city of Wittenberg!"
Master Huylten fastens the clasp on his Bible, arranges his
glasses in their case, and draws the curtains so the sun can shine
on a flower of the passion, its crown of thorns, its sponge, its
whip, its nails, and the five wounds of Our Lord.
The tulip merchant bows respectfully, in silence, disturbed
by the Duke of Alba's inquisitorial gaze in the Holbein master-
piece that hangs on the wall.




Say germ in Intensive Care, you may as well
say german to my uncle
who's lived through Dachau and spits at the word.
How to tell him the gut they're trying to save is useless
as an amputee's trouser-leg if not for the necessary
symbiotic bacteria, that or how the morning woman
spooning soup up over his waxy lip was born
in Breslau and he could hear it if not for his thick daze.
"Once, a girl I met in a room I saw for fifteen minutes
gave me the only love I'd had in fifteen months, that
-heh!- and a crippling disease." The man who said it
rents the bed on the other side of the ward and is only sorry
he ever cursed her. Now the shades are drawn and he's
alone with his wisdom. We would like to think there are enemies
or friends, whores who'd carve you or nurses
to give up their lunches so you'll gain strength, day
or night. But time in the hospital's due
to the switch, and this lady in white's come to save you
and stabs you and here's how the anti-toxins burn
till the white of the eye and the black of the retina meet
and mate and you wake and the day's gray.
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SONNET TO BE READ BY THE BLIND: NOTES
Ten fish scales, the third and ninth accented in ice.
Two thimbles: one down (podding a pea) one up (cupping oil of
wintergreen).
Now the shape of a fish scale scissored from velvet. This is re-
peated twice.
Now an empty thimble, like the thought of paraplegia, where the
pea had been.
The pea in an ice cube, the cube thumbed till it melts.
The snap of smelt-fat riding the fried line of butter-and-chive.
Two beaded buckles (prong-and-holes) on two sewn sealskin
belts.
Now a fish scale, hookshape still wedged in the latticed gullet like
an interrogative.
A hole in the laketop's glaucomal ice; the respiration of fish.
The lake ringed in wintergreen; the valley as pharmaceutical
mortar.
Listen: as if a gelding breathed, two velvet pouches of dried peas
— swish.
It's brought the seven empty holes in a perfect sealskin, for
barter.
A paper cut. A wooden figure, thimble-high,
seated, as if in a cockpit, in a plastic kit of the human eye.
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Russell Edson
PORTRAIT OF THE WRITER AS A FAT MAN:
Some Subjective Ideas or Notions on the
Care & Feeding of Prose Poems.
... At first the fat man, who has seen himself only as the ex-
panded borders of one larger than most, yet containing a con-
sciousness of average size, perhaps smaller by the squeeze of his
flesh, seeks now an episodic prose work, the novel; that harmony
of diverse materials, his life. His novel is to be about a writer
writing a novel about a writer writing a novel about a writer writ-
ing a novel, and so forth; a novel within a novel within a novel;
an image reflected between two mirrors back and forth in ever re-
ceding smaller mirrors . . .
He is a very fat person, more, simply than the bulk of flesh,
he vaguely sees this, though classed with others of such heft; his
soul is also fatted with the lack of ability.
Yes, he is a very fat person because there are thin people.
It is relative. He supposes that there are fatter people than he.
Of course there are; and probably fatter people than those who
are fatter than he.
This is silly, I am simply a fat man whose eyes are of average
size, from where I look out from my flesh like anyone else.
And so it is that he wants to write about a fat man such as
himself, who now commits himself to composition, growing
itchy in his bed, not only from his constant eating, much of
which takes place in his bed for lack of love, but because of
ideas, excellent fictives, which give rise to an increased heart-
beat, and an optimism not fully justified by talent or metabolic
levels. But of course this is no longer of moment. Talent is,
as he would say, a dilettante measure in my new frame of
mind. He casts it out as a silly ornament.
All is will and power, both growing from the other like a
single club, with which I shall force a fiction — as though I
scrubbed floors to send my son through college that he might
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get a high-paying job and buy me a castle to live in, where I
spend my remaining days simpering and whimpering about
how I went down on my knees with a scrub-pail to send my
son through college . . .
2
The fat man sat down to his typewriter almost as though he
were sitting down to a dinner, his face set with that same seri-
ousness that must attend all his sittings down to dinner, like a
huge transport vessel taking on fuel; a gluttony that has grown
far beyond simple self-indulgence.
3
The fat man sat before his typewriter and wrote, the fat man
sat before his typewriter and wrote, the fat man sat before his
typewriter and wrote: It was better to find a single defensible
place, a philosophy, if not a material barrier, that by its very na-
ture offered no challenge to anyone.
To live in the refuse of others is to live in the negative of
their desire. Assuming all the while that existence itself is the
highest premium. Therefore, that I go unchallenged is the plat-
form upon which I build my durance.
The fat man wrote: Many species have outlived their tor-
mentors simply by offering no challenge, but living where their
tormentors would not, by eating what their tormentors felt not
fit for those in the position of seemingly perfect choice.
The fat man wrote: The tormentor grows into dilettantism.
The tormentor finds existence more an art than a practical con-
cern. Nature becomes a drawing room where the fine music of
bees is heard among the flowers, and the lisp of cool drink flows
from glaciered mountains; and life with all its easy fruit becomes
a boudoir of death. For nature is not constant, and turns like a
restless sleeper in her bed; the earthquake, the flood. The clock
of expectation cracks. The air is all in smoke, the hardy are run
to gas, and the stink is everywhere. A stratum of complacency
lays down its bones in the earth like a shredded lace.
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The fat man wrote: There was a microbe that lived in the
droppings of the great. The microbe had a much different set
of values than the great, those who indulged themselves down
the avenues of dependency, where only the rarest of flowers,
mingled with the hissing of champagne, and a touch of indirect
lighting in the warm summer evenings, gave moment to the
endless ease . . .
The fat man wrote: The young microbe worked the fields of
refuse . . .
The fat man wrote: Yet, the fat man may be the very one
floundering in the easy avenue . . .
4
Is the typewriter not like the console of some giant musical
instrument designed to ruin one's head? wrote the fat man
writing about a fat man.
... A sudden rush of dream figures pulls the head's womb
inside out . . . Belly of soft plumbing, unhappy fat man . . .
The typewriter is the keyboard of an organ; the pipes run
up through the world, contrived through trees and telephone
poles . . .
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... It was as if to buy a farm you bought a cabbage. The fat
man smiled and fell out of his head. The moon had risen . . . What
of that ? . . . The pulse of days, moon-thud, sun-thud, regularity,
even if one's own has gone. One becomes used to living in areas
of time. Islands of memory surrounded by nothing.
The Twentieth Century, a country someplace in the uni-
verse; my species suffocating itself to death with its groin. Piling
its redundancy beyond love or renewal; stool and child dropped
with equal concern . . . We were our own excrement.
Our young meant no more to us than mosquitoes. We burnt
them, we starved them. We let the universe know that we meant
nothing to ourselves. We hated God for igniting us with
n
neuronic tissue. We created God as He had us. Why not. He
didn't stop us? If we were made in His image, so was He also
imprisoned in ours . . .
6
The human intelligence sees itself as the only thing different
from all things else in the universe; an isolated witness to a
seemingly endless cosmological process, ever burgeoning as
galaxies and morning glories. Human intelligence recognizing
its frail root and utter dependency on the physical universe . . .
That out of the vast mindlessness was it born . . . Must look
upon its situation as absurd. Intelligence is in the care of
mindlessness . . .
7
The fat man comes to this: That the artifice of the novel is
impossible for him; he has not enough faith to build a cathedral.
He must work toward bits and pieces formed from memory . . .
And yet, experience remains hidden and less important than the
inscape it has formed. To find a prose free of the self-con-
sciousness of poetry; a prose more compact than the storyteller's;
a prose removed from the formalities of literature . . .
8
... A prose that is a cast-iron aeroplane that can actually
fly, mainly because its pilot doesn't seem to care if it does or not.
Nevertheless, this heavier-than-air prose monstrosity, this cast-
iron toy will be seen to be floating over the trees.
It's all done from the cockpit. The joy stick is made of flesh.
The pilot sits on an old kitchen chair before a table covered with
oilcloth. The coffee cups and spoons seem to be the controls.
But the pilot is asleep. You are right, this aeroplane seems
to fly because its pilot dreams . . .
We are not interested in the usual literary definitions, for we
have neither the scholarship nor the ear. We want to write free
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of debt or obligation to literary form or idea; free even from our-
selves, free from our own expectations . . . There is more truth
in the act of writing than in what is written . . .
9
. . . Growing your own writing without going to the Iowa
Writers Workshop, and without sending your work to known
poets — your own garden, your own meditation — isolation!
— Painful, necessary! . . . Finally the golden bubble of delight,
one is saved by one's own imagination.
One comes to the writing table with one's own hidden life,
the secret of the fat man; not dragging Pound's Cantos . . .
The trouble with most who would write poetry is that they
are unwilling to throw their lives away . . . They are unwilling
How I hate little constipated lines that are afraid to be any-
thing but correct, without an ounce of humor, that gaiety that
death teaches!
What we want is a poetry of miracles — minus the "I" of ec-
stasy! A poem that as many people who read it each reads a
different poem. A poetry freed from its time. A poetry that
engages the Creation, which we believe is still in process, and
that it is entirely an imaginative construction, which our creative
acts partake of, and are necessary to. We are all helping to
imagine the Universe.
Which means a poetry not caught and strangled on particular
personalities. A poetry that can see itself beyond its obvious
means.
And we wish above all to be thought of as "beneath con-
tempt" by the pompous, those who have stood their shadows
over the more talented.
How I despise the celebrity poet!
10
. . . The self-serious poet with his terrible sense of mission.
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whose poems are gradually decaying into sermons of righteous
anger; no longer able to tell the difference between the external
abstraction and the inner desperation; the inner life is no longer
lived or explored, but converted into public anger.
Beware of serious people, for their reality is flat; and they
have come to think of themselves as merely flat paste-ons. Their
rage at the flatness of their lives knows no end; and they keep all
their little imitators scared to death . . .
And they are meddlers, they try to create others in their own
image because theirs is failing . . .
11
Poems of celebration in praise of the given reality are written
by prayer writers and decorators. They, of course, have heaven
in mind. In their bones they think they are securing a place next
to God.
This kind of poet neglects content for form; always seeking
the way to write; thus, in extremity, form becomes content. The
ersatz sensibility that crushes vitality; the how-to poets with
their endless discussion of breath and line; the polishing of the
jewel until it turns to dust.
Of course this kind of poem must try to express itself as
celebration and ecstasy, which is the empty mirror of soliloquy,
the "\" poem, where the poet can't get past himself.
This is boring because it is not creative, it is middle-class
mercantile morality. It is for those who in the name of craft,
their hope of heaven, refuse to write poetry. Because at the
heart of the "I" poem is little imagination and a total lack of
humor; only the sensitive, self-serious soliloquist, who seems
so dated and tiny in the box of mirrors he has built up around
himself.
May I suggest the Sleepers Joining Hands section from the
book of the same title, by Robert Bly, to show what an "1" poem
can be, and at the same time what poetry can be. This is the kind
of poetry that moves beyond its means, beyond its author, into
possession and fascination. In the truest sense this is wonder-
ful writing . . .
24
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Being a fat man one must depend on external structures for
support, walls, doorways, furniture; but this does not necessarily
mean that one needs external support for one's vision. A fat
man may have to make his mind do what his body cannot,
more perhaps than others with more physical function. In the
limitation is found both the bridge and the barrier, which is as
necessary as friction to walking. I don't wish here to create a
perfect box. But I do wish to suggest that beyond the sense
that all is lost is yet the real hope, the excitement of knowing
that there is always a little more; and that little more is the joy-
ous place from where one writes.
This is the sense of nothingness, that life is always poised on
the edge of decay, that seemingly solid structures long to become
dust, that time adores the future more than the present, and only
man holds the past with any tenderness. The sense that all is
passing away, even as I write this, that in a way the new means
death; this sense creates the Angel of Joy, which is for me the
true Muse. The fat man who has nothing to lose is allowed to
be silly, the Angel of Joy prescribes it . . .
13
... A poetry freed from the definition of poetry, and a prose
free of the necessities of fiction; a personal form disciplined not
by other literature but by unhappiness; thus a way to be happy.
Writing is the joy when all other joys have failed. Else, but for
the unsavory careerists, why write? It is good fun to ruin the
surface of a piece of paper; to, as it were, run amuck. One hurts
no one, and paper is cheap enough.
The idle man finds symbolic work. And more, the fat man
is only capable of symbolic work. You do agree, I hope? Men
are happy when they are working. Even idle men are made
happy by thinking of work, even if only thinking of others at
work. It is always a pleasure to see the naughty little hands of
man engaged in something other than scratching.
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Thus the work is found. The writer comes to blank paper.
The difficulty is what to write about? Believe it or not, subject
matter is the first concern of the beginning writer, and will re-
main the concern of the real writer.
Subject matter? Well, of course it's the psychic material that
longs to be substance. It is not simply a hook on which to hang
form.
In other words, speaking of writing, the way a thing is
written is far less important than what the thing is about. This
may sound very unliterary, but, after all, the object of creative
writing is not literature; at least it shouldn't be, for that is a
worldly measure that has so little to do with the work at hand.
We say the how comes into being by virtue of the what.
Surely, if the subject matter is fully imagined, its physicalness
fully grasped, then the subject matter will predict its form.
Nothing can exist without a shape. But form does not exist
without substance. The how is merely, or should be, the shape
of the what. If it is not, the writing is boring. BORING!
If a writer cannot collect his psyche into a physical reality,
he ought to think seriously of trying something other than
writing.
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. . . Then the prose poem: Superficially a prose poem should
look somewhat like a page from a child's primer, indented para-
graph beginnings, justified margins. In other words the prose
poem should not announce that it is a special prose; if it is, the
reader will know it. The idea is to get away from obvious orna-
ment, and the obligations implied therein. Let those who play
tennis play their tennis.
A good prose poem is a statement that seeks sanity whilst
its author teeters on the edge of the abyss. The language will be
simple, the images so direct, that oftentimes the reader will be
torn with recognitions inside himself long before he is conscious
of what is happening to him.
Regular poetry, even when it is quite empty of content, the
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deep psychic material, can manage with its ornaments of song
and shape to be dimensional; which is to say, the ability to define
space, which is very necessary to all the arts. Such a regular
poem may seem the near "'perfect object," albeit a beautiful
box with nothing in it. Which is good enough; anything
brought out of the abyss is to be honored. But is it good
enough?! Isn't static predictability just rather boring?
As to the dimensional quality necessary to art, we mean
depth, volume, in a word, shape; substance with a texture of
parts that define space and durance. In the prose poem this
sense of dimension is given by humor. The prose poem that
does not have some sense of the funny is flat and uninformed,
and has no more life than a shopping list. I don't mean the
banal, high-schoolish snickering that one sees so often in so-
called prose poems, but the humor of the deep, uncomfortable
metaphor.
One does not necessarily have to be fat to write prose poems.
Some of the best prose poems have been written by Robert Bly
and David Ignatow, and they are not fat.
15
To come back to the prose poem. What makes us so fond of
it is its clumsiness, its lack of expectation or ambition. Any way
of writing that isolates its writer from worldly acceptance offers
the greatest creative efficiency. Isolation from other writers,
and isolation from easy publishing. This gives one that terri-
ble privacy, so hard to bear, but necessary to get past the idea
one has of oneself in relation to the world. I'm not talking
about breaking oneself as a monk or a nun might, causing all
desire and creativity to become the thick inky darkness that
freezes function, but that the writer ought to look to himself,
to his own means, that he may get past those means.
It is the paradox, that it is through ourselves we get to that
place that is not ourselves; that is, in fact, all of us.
The fear of being alone is sometimes expressed in the elitist
nonsense that the poet is some kind of special person owing
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something to the ''inarticulate masses" (who in heaven ever
coined that?), which is the same old messianic crap, that same old
paranoia wrapped in the same old sentimental rags!
Oh where has the ideal of the ivory tower gone?
16
The prose poem is an approach, but certainly not a form; it
is art, but more general than most of the other arts. This may
sound odd because we know prose poems as things written on
paper. But it is only incidental that they are written out; the
spirit or approach which is represented in the prose poem is not
specifically literary. My personal convenience is best served by
writing only because writing is the fastest way. This kind of
creation needs to be done as rapidly as possible. Any hesitation
causes it to lose its believability, its special reality; because the
writing of a prose poem is more of an experience than a labor
toward a product. If the finished prose poem is considered a
piece of literature, this is quite incidental to the writing.
This kind of creating should have as much ambition as a
dream, which I assume most of us look upon, meaning our
nightly dreams, as throwaway creations, not things to be col-
lected in a book of poems.
Abundance is also important. The re-working of something
that might be saved is no good; better to go on and make some-
thing else, and then something else. Prose poems cannot be
perfected, they are not literary contructions, unless anything
written is to be so considered; prose poems have no place to go.
Abundance and spontaneity; spontaneous abundance in imi-




Reliquaries the size of samovars holding bits of the true cross,
so crusted over with gold and jewels you'd never notice the tooth-
pick of holy wood if it weren't smack in the center, takes you
back to faith in miracles, times they'd pray to that fragment of
Calvary, how he got there, from planing wood in the shop,
pushing off the long fragrant curls, the shavings, the sawdust
that got in your hair and stung your nose, the fresh droplets of
sap on the cut tree, sticky as honey and bright as amber, that's
memory, a fly trapped forever like a star in a sapphire, night
sky over the olive grove at Gethsemane, he put his hand on the
trunk, called for his father, I called, stacking wood until my
arms were frozen, loading it in the old horse trailer, my father
swinging the angry buzz saw, I got a sliver in my palm, cried,
we went home with wood, burned it all winter, the glowing
logs eaten away by flame, an incandescent heart that looked
like miniature cities sacked and smoldering, that's memory,
wood, the stick in your hand you smack the sheep with and
yell at the dogs, we were there, that's memory, the wood that
goes into your house, this paper, his cross, the cedar chest of a
bride who is buried in a box of pine.
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SALT
The cracks in your palms are filled with wind and salt. I breathe
the air of the sea called work. Where the salt surfaces in the
swing of hard effort, the lift of steel. A brine river, stinging eyes.
I drink and am not satisfied. She was not satisfied, she drank the
sour wine and left her home. And while he kept virtuously on
she raised the long bone of her arm, her face whitened, she faced
the house where she'd slept for years. And if there were deer
they'd come to her at night, and lick her hands until the fingers
melted and the features of her face were lost, and the earth
soaked the salt from the soles of her feet, a hard white flower,
of God who is well satisfied. The meat is burning on the altars
carve it salt it offer it on the plate of skull, the smooth curve of
bone, a bowl I eat from, my salt fish and milk, that I give you
each day and see the bones stare from your face, I am not
satisfied though the jewels of salt are clasped deep by the
earth, I dig one up and suck it like a root, put it in your hand,
compressed tears, a heavy crystal.
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David St. ]ohn
WEDDING PREPARATIONS IN THE COUNTRY
This is a poem like a suitcase
Packed with flour. The baker eloping
With his lover insists on making his own wedding
Cake. Or, the mime in whiteface pencilling his brows.
The white marble tombstone that Jude
Left blank, save
For the star more like a man's hand with the fingers
Spread than like any star. In other words.
What is bleak is a table covered with snow, & the man
Beside it sipping coffee on his terrace
With a woman who is pale with anger pointing a pistol out
Across the blank, white lawn. Now the boy in whiteface
Delivers his bouquet: Cold lilies perhaps.
But more likely he tosses the limbs of a drama onto the terrace.
Or a few Chinese roses, & the promise of despair
Is as reliable as winter. As a suitcase spilling on the stairs.
The cake! Those squibs of icing.
Those stars squeezed from the nozzle of a paper cone
Onto these broad fields of cake.
The sorry stone admits that something's gone. Or someone.
Someone like you. Like the little man & woman riding




Grudges mend and wear and turn in winter
but they turn again, astounded
if the wish has not been made,
not the stars considered,
nor time kept useful in absence.
These are the needles.
They are not thrown down
when they are stubborn.
But a fingertip is sleeping in a thimble.
There is a haystack of needles
leaving every farm with the country daughter,
needles spending their lives now
forgotten from raincoats in a rush,
shaking from cuffs and emptying from shoes.
It is not easy to sew with an ignorant needle.
Once building a needle, once building a weed
was a young time, once, that leaves itself be
a wheedling eye, a thread of light
between pins and the reputable grasses,
their brass teaching eyes to believe.
If there were no trouble, borrowing,
the troubles would be in the rivers
and the rivers would be rivers
that the troubled find.
The lake is rising like an argyle sock
on a darning egg grown wings.
And even with everything there would be
the fear, the warning, and the needles
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looking down at my knees from my mind.
The needles close up in their packets
as they are remembered, what the feminine
should have kept in their lives,
so many eyes and only one authority of paper.
PRAISE
What is praise but a terrible storm
you manage through?
I think they begin to appeal to you,
like talented mornings, like sparse goodbyes.
The things that are best
for you: the wide hat you have affected,
your crop of snails, the broken leaves
you always thought could be repaired,
and the glass rain on top of your shadow.
Next door it is filling a claw-foot tub,
and falling on a bottle.
The sleep like a lowering shade,
your private book, the mighty crossing
of the aircraft over your pores,
an ambulance, the brain of the town,
they try to say, am so proud of you ..."
I want to respect the sail again,
to believe that the wind moves slowly,
as slowly the sail fills. I want to know
that the sail has not come to an end
in uselessness; its joy should not end.
I want to be sometimes as I have said —
not running or joking, and when it is up
and around like a flag on a staff,
for only a moment it imitates . . .
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THE CLOUD PARADE
In deference to the cloud parade,
the horse has shed its winter red,
stamped its last horseshoe out of the shed,
has moved away, leaving no forwarding
address. The heavens turn furniture,
attics and beds, men with moustaches
heels over heads; they cover the sun
to a gloomy shade,
in deference to the cloud parade.
Scarves! Echoes! Pavillions!
The meat grain in bacon, the star-stun
in roast, the bone down the well, the moon
down the wane, the smoke from the fireplace,
beautifully made,
in deference to the cloud parade.
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THE SPARROWS OF IOWA
There is a secret in the miniature grass
that the sun will fall again and again
and the bats will weigh onto the neck,
tremble to the hair,
and if it is not you it will not matter.
It will be me, or one of the cattle.
It will be an answer for the sparrows
of Iowa, listen there as if no more exist.
They have been long with all of us,
chattering the bushes, ponderous,
and never been vermin. Their legs
are the dry bit you snip absently
from a houseplant — much better to say,
once there were roses on the horns
and thorns of reptiles, and they were
the birds to originate warmth near the heart
they were the notes on the flute —
the innocent liking for crumbs
the day
the percher on the chimney
the smoke that goes out to look.
DREAMING OF HORSES
from my own dream,
from an essay by Robert Bly
from someone else's poem
from the etymology of 'mare'
The hay is sweet for the partisan horses.
They helped you from the rope of your mother,
came shy to the lover dogs and your wife,
mammal to mammal, ran with straight backs
through the round forest.
Dreaming of horses the harts ran,
stark as the trees. Dreaming of horses
you open your door, and they are horses
standing in light, not beasts of the sound.
Your nightmares are no feminine clovers,
says an open etymological rose.
In the stables, a supporting opinion:
"It is like waking one day years ago
as Sister Radiance opened the shutters
for the last time; and for the last time
she brushed my hair and listened to me pray.
Mother the Queen gave me seeds for the birds;
Sister Radiance packed her belongings
and I walked with her, that first day.
I went, all grown, to matins after that.




1. The master holds the glowing iron with tongs over the anvil,
his apprentice must flatten it out with a hammer. Both work
with great concentration. They no longer hear the ringing
noise, they've got used to it.
2. The master has a wife, the apprentice a sweetheart, the
sweetheart of the apprentice has a bird of paradise, the
wife of the master has a hen.
3. Master and apprentice have grown hungry and thirsty, they
lay their hammer and tongs aside. Hunger is the best sauce.
4. The wife of the master makes soup and meat, the sweetheart
of the apprentice runs beer from the tap, the sun's at high
noon, the cow moos, the cat meows, the dog yawns.
5. Deborah, Annalisa, Ebenezer, Valdemar. Valdemar the
master, Ebenezer the apprentice, Annalisa the sweetheart,
Deborah the wife. All four sitting around the table and eat-
ing and drinking with moderation and a goal.
6. In the woods the hunter has made a mess of his gun, it fell
on a hard stone, now the barrel is bent forever. The hunter
kisses his hunting goodbye, the hare hobbles out of the
woods into the cabbage.
7. Master and apprentice are strengthened, the master smokes
a pipe of tobacco, the apprentice talks with his sweetheart.
The sun has gone on a ways.
8. There's noise in the smithy once more. The settlers need
horseshoes, Vv^eathercocks, window bars, crosses for graves,
wooden axes, plowshares & c. & c.
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THE TEA MERCHANT
1. It's a long way from China to Bremen. How late is it? The
clock is about to strike!
2. A mild rain falls over the town, the people aren't waving
much, they're opening their umbrellas, getting under them,
entering stores and shops.
3. It's striking five o'clock. Sometimes it's enough to take along
a stiff hat or a lemon — then the sky starts cheering up.
4. Tea's drunk with or without something added, tea mer-
chants have clean pincers with which they pluck leaves
that have gone astray from the clothes of their customers.
There is green and black tea.
5. Umbrellas are seen into their sheaths again after the rain, tin
is especially good for tea-tins, you can find the names of the
tea merchants arranged alphabetically in all telephone
books.
6. A gentleman in raglan courageously hurls himself in front of
passing horses, he prevents a great misfortune, the custo-
mers of the tea merchants see it all through the glass door
and clap their approval. They liked that.
7. Nights, when the tea shop is closed, the moon falls through
the panes and lights up the tins and little packages covered
with little pictures, unmarried tea merchants see in their
dreams their future tea mistresses.
8. Tea roses are the pagodas of the plant world, the Russians
call the land of the Chinese Kitai, an old word, a mixture
with jasmine gives tea a special flavor.




Contemporary Poetry and the Obsessive Image
It seems a central metaphor of our poetry. Even a glance at
half a dozen recent volumes yields enough stones to fill a geolo-
gist's knapsack. Moreover, the stone in contemporary poetry is
characteristic. It is not Sisyphus' boulder or Yeats' stone "in
the midst of all" or Williams' rock split by saxifrage. Rather, it
appears in contemporary poems in ways like these:
The soup bubbling on the back of the stove
The stone staring into the sun
—Philip Levine, "How Much Can It Hurt"
The stones are given out
one to a customer. I keep mine
separate. With such a companion
why should I want anyone else?
—Richard Shelton, "The Mute"
And so I run
into the mute acres of stones
—Larry Levis, "The Long Distance Runner"
before me stones begin to go out like candles
guiding me
—W. S. Merwin, "The Search"
Bah, say the stones,
we are old.
—Danny Rendleman, "One Chair for Chess"
With notable exceptions, when the image of a stone appears in
the work of these poets and many others, it generally serves to
suggest a fairly narrow range of landscape and associative
process. This is probably much more the result of some facet
of contemporary consciousness than a question of poetic in-
fluence; I should make it clear that I admire the work of these
poets and the others I shall discuss. But by examining the
pervasiveness of a single image — its characteristic use and
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misuse — in a few poems, I hope to add something to the dis-
cussion of how contemporary poetry can be read and judged
more sensitively.
Stones appear again and again in Robert Bly's 1962 book.
Silence in the Snowy Fields, and can be closely tied to his in-
sistent attention to what the new American poetry needed to be.
His knowledge of the imaginative achievements of the Spanish
surrealists, the psychic energies of Blake, and the generosity and
openness of Whitman led him to stress a poetry shaped not by
technique but by vision, discovered through attention to the
subconscious sources of darkness and dream. Such poems
leap into imaginative knowledge, transcending the limitations
of our rational, daylight selves, and the "corridors to the un-
conscious" which they open up depend upon the associations
they establish between images. Consider Bly's "Poem Against
the Rich";
Each day 1 live, each day the sea of light
Rises, I seem to see
The tear inside the stone
As if my eyes were gazing beneath the earth.
The rich man in his red hat
Cannot hear
The weeping in the pueblos of the lily.
Or the dark tears in the shacks of the corn.
Each day the sea of light rises
I hear the sad rustle of the darkened armies.
Where each man weeps, and the plaintive
Orisons of the stones.
The stones bow as the saddened armies pass.
The poem's weaknesses can be summarized quickly. Its lan-
guage is undistinguished; both the slackness it allows itself
("sad rustle," "plaintive orisons," "saddened armies") and the
obtrusive echo of Dylan Thomas ( the round/ Zion of the water
bead/ And the synagogue of the ear of corn") make much of its
impassioned statement sound like mere rhetoric. And its
argument is too insistent, as if the speaker were trying by repe-
tition ("the tear inside the stone," "the weeping in the pueb-
los," "the dark tears in the shacks," "each man weeps") to get
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US to believe it — which is particularly troublesome if we are
inclined to feel that the posture of the rich man/poor man
dichotomy is essentially false. But what seems to me impor-
tant is the directness with which the poem marks out the terri-
tory of inward vision. Its effectiveness depends on the tension
between the usual closed surface of objects and the assertion
of the power of the spirit to apprehend and enter them. And
this context makes the closing image of the poem particularly
apt: solid, inorganic, impassive, the stone points up the quality
of the speaker's vision (and, consequently, the paucity of the
rich man's) far more effectively than, say, a bird or a tree
would. Whatever the shortcomings of the poem, it seems
clear that the image is integrally related to the impulse behind
it, the attempt to find an entrance to the mysterious life.
Bly's ideas have, of course, been enormously influential,
and his interest in and promotion of such poets as Neruda and
Transtromer give continuing currency to what has been one of
the most fruitful and invigorating strains in contemporary litera-
ture. But it has proved easier to learn the forms and textures of
the "deep image" and the new surrealism than to understand and
explore the spiritual vision that sustains the best poems of their
kind. Many recent poems appropriate the terms of the relation-
ship between the self and the object that Bly suggests, without
entering the kind of sympathetic consciousness that would lift
their fantasy into art. Galway Kinnell, in his Ohio Review (Fall
1972) interview, says much the same thing:
If the things and creatures that live on earth don't pos-
sess mystery, then there isn't any. To touch this mys-
tery requires, I think, love of the things and creatures
that surround us, becoming one with them, so that
they enter us, as Rilke says. They are transformed
within us and our own inner life finds expression
through them. ... If a poem remains at the level of
surrealism, possibly it means that no integration takes
place, that the inner world and the outer world do
not come together.
If Kinnell's assumption — that the primary impetus of much con-
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temporary poetry is toward the kind of visionary wholeness he
describes — is correct, then we ought to be able to use this princi-
ple and its implications to discriminate among poems, and to sup-
port our judgments.
Here is a poem from Gregory Orr's first volume:
THE STONE THAT IS FEAR
The stone sat at a desk lit by a single candle.
The walls of its room, like the inner walls of its body,
were covered with mirrors.
The stone was writing. It looked up occasionally,
staring at the thousand reflected candle flames
that seemed to be points of light perforating a dark sky.
It glanced at its watch that ran on blood.
It returned to its writing.
Burning the Empty Nests (1973)
There are some interesting details in this poem — primarily
its spatial sense and the implications of the title — and yet it does
not seem to me very successful as a whole. It moves in too
many directions at once without following through on any of
them. The "watch that ran on blood," for instance, comes as a
complete surprise; it seems totally unrelated to the cool, glitter-
ing, singularly bloodless world established in the previous lines.
Nor is the final line effective; it cuts the mooring of time and
space, leaving the poem adrift in vagueness, rather than an-
choring its suspense, as I suspect it was intended to do. The
poem's principal shortcoming is its failure to explore its cen-
tral image with any real interest, with the consequence that
the image does not seem intrinsic to the rest of the poem.
Would the effect be radically different if we substituted for the
word stone the word shoe, or wind, or even poet? Perhaps Orr
has introduced the surrealist vein a little too easily. The stone
appears to be used to inject into the poem more of the kind of
mythic consciousness that hovers around the mirrors, the can-
dle, the watch that runs on blood. But, at least in my reading
experience, this simply doesn't work. The personification
seems too simply a way of investing the poem with mystery or
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surprise, and it backfires: instead of any image I can take very
seriously, I see a cartoon figure uncomfortably close to the
Taylor Wine grape, impossible to reconcile with the lyric
beauty and mystery the rest of the poem seems to be moving
toward. And the resulting uncertainty of tone prohibits any
very clear or satisfying imaginative effect.
THE STONE
The stone lives on.
The followers of the man with the glass face
walk around it
with their glass legs
and glass arms.
The stone lives on.
It lives on air.
It lives on your looking.
It lives inside and outside
itself and is never clear
which is which.
That is why
the followers of the man with the glass face
walk around it proposing
the possibilities
of emptiness.
The stone lives on,
commending itself to the hardness of air,
to the long meadows of your looking.
Darker (1970 )
Mark Strand's poem seems to me more completely realized
than Orr's, but less successful than his best. There is no in-
consistency of tone here; the problem is that the imaginative
design or impulse isn't active enough. Strand has written
other poems ("Coming to This," "Black Maps") in which noth-
ing actually happens, yet which are marvelously activated by
their verbal tension, by the energy of elaboration, of constantly
evolving paradox. "The Stone" tries to sustain itself on tone
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alone, and loses itself in the emptiness it describes. And once
again this can be tied to the failure to use the central image
adequately. The followers of the man with the glass face
seem largely diversionary; the poem really wants to focus on
the stone, and the second stanza is clearly the central one. Of
course this is a poem about endurance, about nothing happen-
ing, as the repetitions and the circular structure make clear.
But the combination of a deliberately indifferent and feature-
less subject with Strand's characteristically spare, flat lan-
guage (even more transparent here than usual: the pun at the
beginning of the second stanza is the only wordplay, and is too
fragile to support much inspection) simply doesn't produce
enough imaginative energy. Giving himself too much up to
the image, not maintaining enough distance. Strand allows his
poem to slip into a stonelike, resolute blankness, and thus to
evade contact with the visionary lucidity that impels and
deepens his best poems.
Finally, Charles Simic's "Stone":
Go inside a stone
That would be my way.
Let somebody else become a dove
Or gnash with a tiger's tooth.
I am happy to be a stone.
From the outside the stone is a riddle:
No one knows how to answer it.
Yet within, it must be cool and quiet
Even though a cow steps on it full weight.
Even though a child throws it in a river;
The stone sinks, slow, unperturbed
To the river bottom
Where the fishes come to knock on it
And listen.
I have seen sparks fly out
When two stones are rubbed.
So perhaps it is not dark inside after all;
Perhaps there is a moon shining
From somewhere, as though behind a hill —
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Just enough light to make out
The strange writings, the star-charts
On the inner walls.
Somewhere Among Us a Stone is Taking Notes (1969)
This poem is extraordinarily successful in its treatment of the
relationship between self and object, primarily because it estab-
lishes convincing imaginative sympathy without then losing self-
consciousness. The quality of Simic's observation has terrific
authority; his language matches the spareness, the evocativeness
of a Lorca or a Vallejo while remaining absolutely his own. Not
content to build the whole poem on a single effect, he mirrors the
jumpy electricity of the imagination, constantly darting into and
then away from the stone, surprising us with every move. In the
line about the cow, for example, the stone suddenly shifts from
subject to object, bearing the cow's placid, deliberate, and some-
how very comic weight, which we sense — ingeniously — from
the inside; in the next line, we are unexpectedly in flight.
And through all this shifting focus runs the thread of the
second line, the musing, inventive self-consciousness that
keeps reminding us in complex ways that the stone both is and
is not a metaphor for the self. Yet the poem is utterly unpre-
tentious. The speaker evades both complacency (the problem
of Strand's poem) and self-delight (the weakness of Orr's); we
are allowed to share his keen pleasure of invention without
thinking him egocentric. Effortlessly establishing a world
where someone can become a stone, a dove, a tiger's tooth, the
voice nonetheless remains human, tentative, fallible. With
wry humility, he recognizes the fiction of his observation, yet
at the same time — and this is the magic of the poem — makes
us believe it. Linking description of great clarity and intensity
with the insight and freedom of surrealism, Simic uses his
central image to achieve what seems to me authentic and
exhilarating vision.
What generalizations can be drawn from this discussion?
Certainly not that there are too many poems about stones. I
could as easily have used vegetables, or moles, or snow, or breath
as my example; the obsessive image is a cornerstone of con-
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temporary poetry, and continues to inspire such good poems as
Strand's "The Sleep," Orr's "The Man in the Suit of Mirrors,"
Margaret Atwood's "Songs of the Transformed," Sandra Mc-
Pherson's "Seaweeds." Surely what distinguishes the best
poems of all those that are focused around a single "deep" or
"subjective" image is the way in which they use the image to
attain significance and interest. The deep image can be a sug-
gestive and exciting device, but it doesn't constitute a very
satisfying poem in itself. This seems obvious enough, but
there are dozens of poems which seem to be written in the
belief that by mentioning the word stone one can plug the
poem into a current of hermetic insight and gnomic utterance
previously established by other poets like Bly and Simic.
Such an assumption, it seems to me, automatically robs the
poem of originality. The most valuable poems of this kind
appear to work in the opposite direction, to begin with atten-
tion to the object itself without regard to other poems written
about it, in the hope that — in Kinnell's terms — the inner
world and the outer world will come together and trans-
form each other. Poems whose imaginative center is the rela-
tionship between the self and the world, the psychic ties which
bind them, have to maintain a precarious balance. When they
are controlled too much either by the mind or by the object, they
risk on the one hand solipsistic distortion, and mindless passivity
on the other. Only those poems which manage this tightrope,
satisfying the demands of both inner and outer worlds, create the
simultaneous surprise and instinctive rightness we associate
with genuine vision.
It should be clear that I am not talking about sincerity (a
term which has probably lost whatever usefulness it might once
have had in these matters), but about imaginative integrity. And
this principle ought to apply equally well to other contemporary
poems, whatever their dominant manner. Poems which seem to
exist primarily by virtue of the cleverness of their rhetoric or
imagery limit themselves to a relatively superficial interest;
conversely, poems which restrict themselves too much to the
inner world provoke the windy excesses of confessionalism.
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Perhaps this distinction will help provide a standard by which
contemporary poetry can be measured and evaluated, and
which in turn will encourage the kind of imaginative energy
we look for in the best poems of our time.
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Sandra McPherson
A COCONUT FOR KATERINA
Inside the coconut is Katerina's baby. The coconut's hair, like
Katerina's brown hair.
Like an auctioneer Katerina holds the coconut, Katerina in her
dark fur coat
covering winter's baby, feet in the snow. Katerina's baby is the
milk
and will not be drinking it.
Ropes hanging down from the trees — are they well ropes?
Ropes on a moss
wall. Not to ring bells but used for climbing up and down
or pulling, I mean bringing. Anchor ropes on which succulent
ropy seaplants grow.
And floating like a bucket of oak or like a light wooden dory, the
coconut bobs,
creaking slowly, like a piling or a telephone pole with wet wires
downed by a thunderstorm over its face.
This baby's head, this dog's head, this dangerous acorn is the
grocer
of a sky-borne grocery store where the white-aproned grocer or
doctor imprints it
with three shady fingerprints, three flat abysses the ropes will not
cross.
What of it? There is enough business for tightrope walkers in
this jungle.
The colonizers make a clearing




And here we dedicate this coconut to Katerina. We put
our hand
on the round stomach of Katerina. We put our five short ropes
of fingers on the lost
baby of Katerina and haul it in to the light of day and wash it
with sand.
Coconut, you reverse of the eye, the brown iris in white, the
white center
in brown sees so differently. The exposed fibrous iris,
the sphere on which memory or recognizing must have latitude
and longitude
to be moored
or preserved in the big sky, the sea's tug of war. The tugging of
water
held in and not clear. Lappings and gurglings of living hollows
half filled,
half with room
for more empty and hopeful boats and their sails.
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THE BITTERN
Because I have turned my head for years
in order to see the bittern
I won't mind not finding
what I am looking for
as long as I know it could be there,
the cover is right,
it would be natural.
I loved you for what you had seen
and because you took me to see things,
alpine flowers
and your heart under your shirt.
The birds that mate for life
we supposed to be happiest,
my green-eyed
bitter evergreen . . .
The bough flies back into the night.
I might be driving by a marsh
and suddenly turn my head —
That's not exactly the way you see them you say.
So I look from the corners of my eyes
as if cheating in school
or overcoming a shyness.
In the end I see
nothing
but how I go blindly on loving
a life from which something is missing.
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Clouds rushing across the sun,
gold blowing down on the reeds
nothings like these . . .
TO AN ALCOHOLIC
I make you sightsee the sheer walls.
The rapids, hanging over them
A ledge of hand-high cactus with a
Bourbon cup.
That's how I keep you sober
As a cony's bed. You get yourself
Drunk. You're in torn hands that wish
To be in good.
There is no blood in the golden flower.
The tuns grow shoved together
Storing up their leap. The country's dry
But snowmelt
Sends the river high. "Up there,"
You say, "A spring's a waitress.
Long legs underground from me"
And "Hardest
Thing on the face of God's earth
To get a glass of whiskey."
1 know they're prickly.
Those dry-side
Visions. We need some glory
Always. These know only cache and wait.
Their time is right: to each his own
Piss-golden light.
Poudre River canyon, Colo.
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AN ANONYMOUS PORNOGRAPHIC VALENTINE
"You were expecting something
a little more sentimental perhaps?"
The Stanford linear accelerator trembles from a man's jealous
race to the mailbox. He's sending me, inside the white home-
made sarong of this valentine, his best rough draft.
He's unrevised, uncircumcised. So! I am a thought in the mind
of the Unknown Soldier. An old salt? Or is this a taste of his
love
that he's memorialized shaker in hand in this photo quickly shot?
How I feel for Saint Valentine, who delivers me this day
a last, a first, uncensored heart. Only a man could imagine Lot's
wife
turning into a pillar of salt. She a memorial to him. For
valentine
I was expecting the liver of fat goose, or of moose (not sentimen-
tal
perhaps but the urine of purple flowers). I was expecting
the Aztec heart of a young boy. Not the dagger that trimmed it
but the heart itself. But no: I am a hole in the head of the Un-
known
Soldier; I am the salt of the earth applied to his wound.
I am the lupine in the vase under the mounted moose's head. I
am
the shy recipient of a single valentine. And I
am a living mock-up of the heart — don't I know its variations?
The wound
from which the red ink sweetly flows.
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Zbigniew Herbert
HERALDIC OBSERVATIONS OF MR. COGITO
Earlier perhaps — an eagle
on a huge red field





but still without a face
with gummed up lids
a whelp
neither
the gall of envy
nor
the purple of honor
the green of hope
empty coats of arms
through the land





carrying its house on its back
its flimsy
dark house
translated by Stuart Friebert
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CALIGULA
Reading old chronicles poems biographies Mr. Cogito occasionally
experiences the physical presence of persons who died long ago
CALIGULA IS SPEAKING:
of all the citizens of Rome
I loved only one
Incitatus — the horse
when he entered the senate
the perfect toga of his coat
shone flawlessly among the cowardly purple-trimmed murderers
Incitatus was full of virtues
he never talked
had a stoical nature
I think he read philosophers in his stable at night
I loved him so much that one day I decided to crucify him
but his noble anatomy resisted;
he accepted the position of consul indifferently
he used his power very well
that is he didn't use it at all
I failed to persuade him to have a long-lasting love affair
with my dear wife Caesonia
so regretfully the dynasty of caesars-centaurs never came about
and that's why Rome fell
I decided to appoint him a god
but on the ninth day before February calends
Cherea Cornelius Sabinus and other fools ruined my pious in-
tentions
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he took the news of my death calmly
he was thrown out of the palace and sentenced into exile
he bore this blow with dignity
he died without posterity
slaughtered by a thick-skinned butcher from the place called
Ancium
of the posthumous fate of his meat
Tacitus says nothing
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MR. COGITO SEEKS ADVICE
SO MANY BOOKS dictionaries
fat encyclopedias
but no one to give advice






so it wanders at night
along the roads my fathers used
and here's
the little town of Bratslav
among the black sunflowers
the place we left
the place that screams
it's Shabbas
as always on Shabbas
the new sky appears
—I'm searching for you, rabbi
— he isn't here
—
the Chasidim say
— he's in the world of Sheol










—I'm searching for you, rabbi
—behind which firmament
did you hide your wise ear
—my heart aches, rabbi
—I'm troubled
I think he could help me,
rabbi Nachman,
but how can I find him
among so many ashes
translated by Serge Kryzytski
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Shirley Kaufman
LOOKING AT HENRY MOORE'S ELEPHANT SKULL
ETCHINGS IN JERUSALEM DURING THE WAR
It wants to be somewhere else
remembering anything somewhere
private where it can lie down
floating in the warm belly
of the Dead S ea
so that the skull keeps
growing in the room
and the loose skin
until the whole head sees its feet
from a great distance.
Heavy as dirt is heavy
under its own weight
it's the same skin
wrinkled on the back of hills
grey in the early morning
on the Jericho Road.
The brain scooped out of it
lets in the light
we knew at the beginning
when our eyes were dazzled
pushed without wanting to be pushed
out of the dark.
The mind of the elephant
has nothing to lose
I was begging you
not to go
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when you closed the door
and left me




with rivers running deep in them.
They hide
in the sides of cliffs at Rosh Hanikra
where the sea breaks in.
There is a way to enter
if you remember
where you came from
how to breathe under water
make love in a trap.
Step over the small bones
lightly when you feel them
tripping your feet.
Fear hangs over your shoulder
like a gun it digs in my arm
but the live head knows
that the eyes get used to darkness
fingers learn how to read
the signs they touch.
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We are going down a long slide
into the secret bunker
we bought our tickets for the ride
the passage is narrow
and we can't find ourselves
in the trick mirrors
we lie down in the foetal position
back to back
each of us in his own eye socket
marvelous holes
the mind looked out of
filling with dust.
My lips on the small
rise of forehead above your eyes
mouths of the women in Ramallah
who spit when the soldiers go by
huge head of an infant
shoved out of the birth canal
faces stretched over us like tents
wet bandages over burns
and the white skull balder
than rock under the smile
I don't want to stand
on our balcony with the lights out
black buildings street lamps and headlights
turned off and nothing
against the sky.
The stars get closer
but it's not the same
as what you plug in.
There is an elephant inside me
crowding me out
he sees Jerusalem
through my eyes my skin
is stretched tight
over the elephant's skin his wrinkles
begin to break through
I taste the coarse hairs
crowding the back of my mouth
I fall down gagging over my four feet
my nose turns into a tongue with nostrils
it starts to grow.
I see bodies in the morning kneel
over graves and bodies under them
the skin burned off
their bones laid out in all the cold
tunnels under the world.
There is a photograph in the next room
of a dead child
withered against its mother
between the dry beans of her breasts
there is no blood
under the shrunk skin
their skulls are already visible.
The elephants come after us
in herds now
they will roll over us like tanks.
We are too sad to move.
Our skulls
much smaller than theirs
begin to shine.
Thomas Johnson
HOLE IN THE CHOIR
There is a hole in the choir.
A burnt-out space
Among the faces
As though a penny hummed
Hot with overload
In the fusebox.
A hole like that chewed
Into a sleeve, the elbow
Rawed from shoring up
Boredom's mulish head.
It is the navel
Of the hymn to the glories
Of God, teaching us
All praise
Comes from the belly.
Notch by notch grown
Unchurchly, I tighten my belt
And by buckle-glint, learn
To move again
In the wail-papered rooms
Of my father's whippings.
See among the welts
He raised on my leg
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That one red road
Down which IVe come
To love him.
To love the hole in the choir.
That soloist




POEM (Writ to a Woman Poet)
bumpy kisses in the back
seat of a fast taxi soon
we're begging the driver to
hit every pothole in the road
when we hit a bad one suddenly
everything gets flung up hard
but fear is sweet on the
street of heart to throat
kisses usually get their kicks
from boredom the routine
tongues putting the proper punctuation in
that's why I like these ones
the middle of our poems too with
no warning a word jounces up
we write it down sometimes
fast as taxis doorstep us
then past our first date or
last it lingers though we try
we really try to let it be





Except when he's standing empty handed in front of his house
trailer, or kneeling in the sawdust milking a slack in the ass goat,
1 don't see Lester, my neighbor. I see his sons: The oldest is
slim and tight, chases a foundered pony, hooves grown up and
split into hard curls. The youngest son's smile is impossible to
avoid. At night it lights the woods. I imagine him leading men
much older through the trees to my window. When I look out I
imagine hundreds of smiling, fiery faces. My wife says he's a
happy boy.
2
The barn is cool except for the breath of horses. In the morning
and at night I feed two horses. Horses don't vomit or stare. I
remember in 1963 Edith Buell was thrown from her horse, broke
her neck. After the hospital she wanted to ride. She couldn't
walk, they carried her, eased her onto the warm withers.
There's a place on the front of a horse, behind the neck, where
the shoulder begins, fits the catheter perfectly.
3
For a Ic^ng time I stood in front of the barn. I suspected the old
woman to be staring from her bedroom full of memories wishing
things on me: bad children and whiskey. Salt on the porch and
you're dead. Her fists clenched inside out across her breasts
shaking all the words loose from her mouth. In the barn she
hands me a hammer; hand-forged and rusty; and the nail she
straightened on the concrete; and the picture of a girl in wheat.
She stretches on her toes, points to a spot, wait. My left is your
right. Why? Because you're hammering.
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WATCHING THE BABY
This morning I watched the baby find his feet. It was as if he
understood walking for the first time. Hell, it was as if he
realized the universe was out there waiting. He reached for
the big toe, shook it, squeezed it the way you squeeze something
you don't want to drop and smiled with a joy the mirror or the
pulse can't reflect. 1 love to watch babies, especially husky
ones with round white faces; serious babies that look like they
could get up and dance when the world is reduced to nothing
and sing a song about the way we really live. But I can't think





All day roaming the flooded fields for food. Hard to find a thing,
and harder to steal. There was nothing in the trees, and nothing
on the ground, even the fleshy roots had rotted. We tried to rob a
farmhouse. We were beaten back. Those who couldn't run very
fast, were whipped as they ran away. The smallest ones sniffled.
The bigger ones swore. Too weak to start a fight among our-
selves. Strong enough to exchange insults. We spent the night
in the trees, to no avail; it rained. At dawn, we spat on a stone
and flipped it: heads, for the purple mountains; tails, for the
distant shore. The stone fell in a puddle. We dispersed.
Biting our buttons. Watching a checkmark of cranes fly south.
TREE
I will take this chair apart and build a tree with it. I will stick
new leaves on it, new nests new birds new insects. The sun will
brush against its exquisite limbs; winds will blow to test it; the
rain, surprised, will arrive to praise it: When did this — last time
I — amazing!
This is no dream of mine, but a chair s. I sat to rest but fell
asleep in a chair that still remembers. And now I want to wake




"What has gone into that quality of voice, that distancing, that
precise knowledge of who she is, where she has come from, what
costs have been to herself, hut also to others, the ones who did not
survive.”
"the rib is but the unseen potential aspect of self, free of fleshly
desire, waiting to be discovered, to be named beyond definition,
a conjugation of names in deeds!”
I have been waiting to speak to you
for many years; one evening
I sat down to tell the story
of your mother's song of Fante,
"The Dance of the Elephants"
on the lips of her parents
escaping in disguise.
From this ribbed podium I have waited
for you to join my own daughter,
Rachel, in the arena of surrender,
where women bathe the wounds
in our dark human struggle to be human:
this must be earned in deeds.
There are blessings to remember:
your magical birth on the third
anniversary of your parent's wedding.
I was there among the family faces
strung on violin and cello,
your Irish grandmother's song of the bogs,
your hidden grandfather's raging at your loveliness,
at his own daughters swimming amidst swans.
I talk of you to your parents over these distancings,
our voices rising over gray Portland skies,
the lush green of your eyes
shuttered in springtime;
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you can not be otherwise than your grandmothers'
healing songs sprouting through you,
a tree in essential bloom in standing water.
To be here in America?
Ask this of the word many times:
in your parent's books underlined in green,
in dark blotches of your life-giving womb,
in these riddles beckoning
—
'old folk songs chnnted undernealh the stars,'
in the cadence of black speech;
'just like a tree; backwater, muddy water,'
in gentle eyes of these writers of kinship,
in the circle of light which is Little Crow,
skinned and diced folksaying his splintered story,
comforts in small utterances, remember.
Eve means rescue from bodily desire.
Our last welcome
is the love of liars
in tall tales to larger truths;
succor these voices in your blood
listening for doubletalk, stoicism, irony
where your heart-center funnels its loam,
where you will plant your own crafted shoes




'1 had a most marvelous piece of luck. 1 died.'
In Los Angeles
while the mountains cleared of smog
your songs dreamed
Jefferson and Madison
walking hand in hand
as my grandfather walked to Canada.
What eyes met the black student
next to me, her hands fanning
your breezy neck from this veranda,
but Henry's/Mr. Bones'.
Home from Mexico and you in LIFE,
I walk dead center into the image
o-f LBJ cloistered by the draping
flags of Texas and the confederacy,
and as my aunt of Oklahoma told me
I understand your father's impulse
to force you into Crane's nightmare.
After the Roethke reading in Seattle
you stroked the stout legs of an ex-
student's wife while he sketched
you in adoration, and as you cautioned
your audience, '45 minutes and no longer',
how Harvard paid in prestige not money,
how a man at Harvard read for four hours,
that he ought to be set down in the Roman
courtyard and have rocks set upon him
until death — your audience laughed.
You admired my second living son
as you loved the honeyed dugs of his mother,
your spotless tan suit weaving in the arch
where goalposts supported you in foyer
for you would not fall.
At your last public reading,
let out for fear of incident without a drink,
your foot bandaged from fire you'd
stamped out in a wastebasket of songs,
your solitary voice speckled in Donne,
in Vermont where the stories of Bread
Loaf, Brown, another broken leg abandoned
in monotones of your friends studying you;
Now I must take up our quarrel:
never dangerous with women
though touched by their nectared hair,
you wrote in that needful black idiom
offending me, for only your inner voices
spoke such tongues, your father's soft prayers
in an all black town in Oklahoma; your ear lied.
That slave in you was white blood forced to derision,
those seventeenth century songs saved you from review.
Naked, in a bottle of wild turkey,
the bridge you dived over was your source:
St. Paul to St. Louis to New Orleans,
the asiento, toussaint, border ruffians,
signatures of Lincoln, porters bringing
messages to white widows of Europe,
a classics major, and black, taking your classes,
the roughpage of your bird legs and beard
sanitizing your hospital room,
the last image of your bandaged foot
stamping at flames on the newborn bridge.
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This is less than the whole truth
but it is the blacker story
and what you asked to be told:
day off the sauce when you write'
you said to me, winking at the brownskinned
actress accompanying me to the lectern;
and how far is Texas from Canada
and our shared relatives in blacktown




Chemicals in peat bogs keep
bodies so nearly perfectly, that
men cutting peat, who have
come across them, have sup-
posed these people, dead for as
long as 2000 years, were just
recently drowned or murdered.
A sculpture in a bare white gallery;
Pike jaws arch, in a shining transparent space
without locality; levels of peat, sand, air.
Bones. Teeth.
Fine, thin white jaws; the willingness to do harm — Odysseus
leaving —
At forty we have always been parents; we hold each other's sex
in a new tenderness . . . As we were; hardly breathing
over the pulse in the infant's lucent temple —
Our breath comes shorter,
our lives have been a minute, a feather, our sex is chaff . . .
Sleep; the room
breaks up into blue and red
film, long muscles crossing bones, raw pelvis pulled
to birth; Incised on stone, bronze, silver,
eyes, belly, mouth, circle on circle —
Look, by morning noises, in this city island flickering with blue
flame.
These photographs.
The Tollund man. The Windeby girl. The goddess
Nerthus.
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In the middle of a light wood of tall forked trees stripped
white
at the edge of a bog, in Denmark,
we walk slowly out to the field walk slowly by





Come on down, Hemlin, guess what I have for you. Keep com-
ing down. You can't guess. Just don't disappear behind your
modest shape, you don't need that, let it swing out. Swing
out, I said, don't drag. One of your feet will always be behind.
Got it? No idea but I think you're grumbling at the sun,
you're stiffening, that won't get you anywhere, that won't get,
what? Bring a basket of soap along for me, Hemlin! There he
goes.
Hemlin, State of Jackson, has a red-haired population, it never
snows there. Hemlin doesn't go back to a county, it came
into being with its citizens. Hemlin owes its outspoken ways
to its prudent fisheries industry, Hemlin will be the pride of
its descendents, it has few short-term inhabitants.
Hemlin was sketched by Veronese. She stands, facing the
window, amid her maids. She seems to be listening, to want to
distinguish among the sounds of the morning, to consider her
own absence before she leaves. Her right arm is squared off,
her hand slightly raised. The maids appear busy, almost fear-
ful. Far behind them a door is open. The maids, the door,
Hemlin, nothing but the sketch is known. Veronese didn't
execute the painting, probably declined the commission after
this sketch.
Hemlin is a letter-head. With an address, P.O.B., the usual,
not a bad address. Not ostentatious either. The imprint's not
flattering, doesn't get too easily into view. The seawind stiff-
ened the heads of its ancestors before they got to their shops.
A clear case, reliable. You can see the pride of the young
apprentices. I come from Hemlin. They like to run errands
there. One can understand that.
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Hemlin, a kind of irrational pleasure from quite reasonable
motives; the peculiar signs and symptoms, known for such a
long time, are strongest c:>n the northeast and east coasts, re-
spectively. Birdlike laughter, growth doing somersaults,
their joy at speaking through their teeth and so on. All that,
described ad nauseam even before Lawrence, has its begin-
nings in the human appetite for minimizing motives: mini-
mized motives growing secretly, then erupting. Let's save
any mention of authorities.
Hemlin, Hemlin, where are you? Come on, Hemlin, they'll
drown you, the sources are rising.
Hemlin must be a monument, round, cause trouble.
Hemlin.




NOT YOUR FLAT TIRE, MY FLAT TIRE;
TRANSCENDING THE SELF IN
CONTEMPORARY POETRY
“Look in thy heart and write/' said Sir Philip Sidney, and
today's poets would add, “There is no other place to look and
no one else to write about and no one else to listen." Locked
in the fiction of time and space, the poet knows that the 1
he puts on paper is only his ei/e, that the self he reveals in any
sentence that begins with 1 is as whole as and no more whole
than, as true as and no more true than the deliberately fictional
I's of Shakespeare's Hamlet or Milton's Satan or Joyce's Molly
Bloom, that the self is part of the world the self looks at, and
that any representation of it by itself is bound to be shaped or
distorted by its own refractional peculiarities. Yet knowing
this, and knowing that nothing a poet can say about himself
can be equally or identically true for any other self, the poets of
the sixties and seventies continue to delve in increasingly
intimate detail into their own lives in order to communicate
with selves which do not and never will know them as neigh-
bors or care about their hospital bills, their children's colds,
or that flat tire on the lonely road just beyond Bellows Falls,
Vermont.
The reason is not, I believe, that contemporary poets are
talking merely to themselves and don't care if the reader over-
hears. Nor do I think they merely “confess" themselves in the
spirit of the gossip column, assuming that because one is a poet
(like a movie star or a president) every reader is interested in
the smell of one's dirty socks. The poets, I believe, are work-
ing on the same assumption that has always underlain both the
making of fictional characters and the telling of autobiog-
raphy — that the universally common experiences created by
human psychology, physiology, and history insure that any
cluster of specific, concrete details of any single human being's
experience can be made to evoke similar responses from all hu-
man beings. I stress the words can be made because though the
tape-recording of a poet's whole life would include all these
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common experiences and reactions to experience, no group of
persons merely hearing it would be able to perceive and evalu-
ate all its data by merely hearing it, or, if they could, would
perceive and evaluate it the same way. The poet selects and
points to its patterns so that they will be noticed. If he is not
skillful, his selection and pointing may garble the patterns by
conflicting, oversimplifying, twisting, or merely not making
the necessary connections, thus distorting one self's perception
even of its own perceptions so that other selves cannot recog-
nize mutual perceptions in it. It is this problem of presenting
the data of one unique self so that other unique selves will
recognize it as their own that poses the chief artistic challenge
to contemporary poets who probe their own selves for the sake
of transcending the individual in order to reveal the universal
self.
Older writers and literatures handled the problem by such
devices as myth, allegory, personification of inanimate objects,
the voice of divine inspiration, persona, narrator, and of
course most often, by direct author-to-reader exposition of
the universal meaning of the author's experience. All of these
devices select out of the poet's experience a specific part which
he wants to share with the reader in a particular way, and they
effectively prevent the reader from finding and putting together
material which the poet thinks is none qf his business. Con-
temporary poets still use these devices, and with equal success
(Eliot's Prufrock persona, Berryman's Henry and Mr. Bones,
Merwin's mythical seeker who carries the egg of genius, Wil-
bur's dialogue, "The Aspen and the Stream").
But what of the poet who has given us what seems to be a
random catalog from his desk top, a literal tape-recording from
his breakfast quarrel with his wife, or his last medical report?
He uses first person; he often omits or disguises all categories
of metaphor; and he is careful to avoid overt interpretation.
By omitting conventional clues as to what universals he per-
ceives in the experience, he hopes the reader will perceive
these for himself; but in so doing he runs the risk of interesting
his reader only as any bit of gossip about a total stranger would
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interest him. He runs the risk of hearing those words most
unpleasing to a poet's ear: "So what?"
I should like to illustrate what 1 mean by this risk by
briefly analysing several contemporary poems which take the
risk, but succeed in transcending individual eccentricity to
create a universal experience, and several which take the risk,
yet fail.
Gary Snyder's "By the Tama River at the North End of the
Plain in April"^ takes that risk:
BY THE TAMA RIVER AT THE NORTH END
OF THE PLAIN IN APRIL
Round smooth stones
up here in the weeds
the air a grey wet.
Across the Tama river
a screen drum turns sorting gravel:
dumping loads in
dump trucks one by one.
Deep in the hills
the water might be clean
Grilling raw squid over smoky twigs
a round screen perched on broken bricks
Masa bending on the rocks
Staring close to the water,
Nanao and Nagasawa
with their lifted cups of shochu.
Friends and poets
Eating, drinking in the rain,
and these round river stones.
1. Regarding Wave, New Directions, 1970, p. 7.
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The poem is a literal and quick sketch of a picnic, yet a picnic
that could not be duplicated anywhere: the combination of
Masa, Nanao, and Nagasawa, the Tama river, rain, grilling
squid, sorting gravel, Masa bending over the water, and the
round stones. Yet even this unique picnic could have been
described by dozens of other details equally unique. What
makes it into a universal other than itself is the position of the
round, smooth stones in the sequence. Roundness, smooth-
ness, and stoneness suggest a sort of geological perfection
achievable only by greater-than-human effort and greater-than-
human time. Rain, river, hills do the necessary work for this
kind of perfection. The human efforts seem inconsequential
in comparison: sorting of truckloads of gravel, grilling bits of
food over smoky twigs, broken bricks. But there is a connec-
tion made between the two: the friends and poets are gath-
ered in the rain, on the smooth stones; one looks into the water,
one reflects on the surface of the water, all perform the one
essential act for life — eating and drinking. They are like the
round, smooth stones in that they too are acting their part in
the geological process. That process is not bleak but good,
comforting as well as inevitable. A picnic has been turned into
a perception of natural process by means of selection and
sequence of the details of unique personal experience. Strate-
gically, the round, smooth stones have been put in the first
and last lines.




always the right foot awarded
the tie to step on
the left stumbling all the time in cinders




samples of paint were once tried out on
is weathering in a saltmarsh
to tints Giotto dreamed.
'Shall we
ever reach it?' 'Look —
the tracks take a curve.
We may
come round to it
if we keep going.'
The incident, again, is unique to the poet and is described
literally: the track, the feet limping on the ties, the old caboose
as the conscious goal, the apparent indirection of the curve
which "may / come round to it / if we keep going." The last
stanza, reinforced by the title, makes this particular curve of
track into universal dependence on faith, hope, persistence,
and reason, to achieve desired ends by means not immediately
perceived as fruitful. A poem like this could conceivably
happen by accident or without the poet's knowing it, but the
severe editing of random details which is necessary to curve
this curve to its particular conclusion is quite evident here.
If the poet had instead asked, "I wonder if this curve doesn't
bring us out at that old caboose that someone tried samples of
paint on," we should lose the quality of faith and hope and
persistence necessary to quest. If the caboose were men-
tioned as something the railroad stored tools in, we should
lose the implication of aesthetic search.
In a considerably more complex poem Robert Lowell uses
the same method of selection and sequence to make an un-
satisfactory short vacation in a Maine fishing village into an
expression of the universal and multiple frustrations found in
one kind of human relationship:
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WATERS
It was a Maine lobster town —
each morning boatloads of hands
pushed off for granite
quarries on the islands,
and left dozens of bleak
white frame houses stuck
like oyster shells
on a hill of rock,
and below us, the sea lapped
the raw little match-stick
mazes of a weir,
where the fish for bait were trapped.
Remember? We sat on a slab of rock.
From this distance in time,
it seems the color
of iris, rotting and turning purpler,
but it was only
the usual gray rock
turning the usual green
when drenched by the sea.
The sea drenched the rock
at our feet all day,
and kept tearing away
flake after flake.
One night you dreamed
you were a mermaid clinging to a wharf-pile,
and trying to pull
off the barnacles with your hands.
We wished our two souls
might return like gulls
to the rock. In the end,
the water was too cold for us.
3. for the Union Dead, Noonday, 1964, p. 3.
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There is nothing in the poem or its title that could not occur in
a letter, a conversational anecdote, or a diary. It might at one
level be the answer to a casual, make-conversation question
like “Where did you go for your vacation and how did you like
it?" But the poem is not about a seascape, but about the
relationship between two people. Their coldness toward each
other has made them see the bleakness in the scene. In
stanzas one and two, boatloads of hands pushing off for granite
quarries, leaving bleak houses, stuck like oyster shells on rock is
the selective seeing of a self aware of bleakness, rockness, and
the frustration of being stuck, the mechanical impersonality
of being not a person but a hand. Every effort of such people
will seem to such a viewer as self-defeating, feeble: their weirs
rnatchstick, their houses oyster shells. The poet's self remembers
the rock as the color of rot, as eroding by flakes under the
impact of the sea. His lover's dream is a dream of frustrated
freedom: the mermaid doesn't tear off the barnacles, but only
tries. The wish to return like gulls, who could master this
element, is understood as an impossible wish. The end is only
another in this series of frustrations. Since persons in a dif-
ferent frame of mind might just as well see the rock as firm,
the weirs as ingenious, the houses as conspicuously well
cared for, and the water as cold enough for cod, the reader
must needs conclude that the selection and sequence of the
quite real details which comprise the poem are calculated to
make the water of the title and the last line mean not only a wet
saline solution but the whole frustrating rigor of the relation-
ship. Yet not only of this single relationship. House, rock,
water, dreamed impotence, wish to be another being, the daily
vehicle to the daily chore are frustrations we all share: We all
have felt constriction and loathed it; we all have seen things
flake, felt cold, and known relationships for which the words
cold, flake, stick and, yes, bleak are the appropriate metaphorical
equivalents. Lowell's self has become owrselves.
But not even Lowell is always successful in using this
method. In "Symptoms" he uses the same kind of personal
experience without making it into anything more:
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SYMPTOMS
A dog seems to lap water from the pipes,
a wheeze of dogsmell and dogcompanionship —
life-enhancing water brims my bath —
(the bag of waters or the lake of the grave. . . . ?)
from the palms of my feet to my wet neck —
I have no mother to lift me in her arms.
I feel my old infection, it comes once yearly;
lowered good humor, then an ominous
rise of irritable enthusiasm. . . .
Three dolphins bear our little toilet-stand,
the grin of the eyes rebukes the scowl of the lips,
they are crazy with the thirst. I soak,
examining and then examining
what I really have against myself.
^
As in "Water," Lowell has described a biographical inci-
dent, this time a bath he took in a bathroom whose water pipes
gurgled and whose toilet stand was supported by three dol-
phins molded in the usual way, with their eyes slanted up and
mouths drawn down. As in "Water" he has selected and
sequenced the details to recreate his mood at the time. It's
a mood which progresses from comfort to desolation to a re-
solve to face and try to explain that desolation sensibly and so
overcome it. The gurgle in the waterpipes reminds him of the
comforting companionship of a dog; the full tub seems life-
giving, like the amniotic fluid in a womb; then the mood
changes in mid-line to the fear of drowning. The uterine
bath will not be succeeded by a mother's arms, as at birth. As
his emotion veers, his intellect recognizes the onset of his
recurrent mental illness. The dolphins embody his own emo-
tional contradiction. They both grin and scowl. They crave
and are unsatisfied, as he is. In the midst of all that watery
comfort he (like them) is basically thirsty. The reason, he
decides, must be that he hates himself, and he lies there in
physical comfort, trying to figure out the reasons for his mental
distress. All of this must be very interesting to his psychia-
4. The Dolphin, Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1973, p. 18.
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trist — he has very accurately recorded the symptoms of his
mental illness, but he has not universalized it to include me.
In spite of the fact that I too tackle many of my problems
while soaking in the bathtub, I feel that Lowell has only suc-
ceeded in putting me into his bathtub, not into his tortured self.
It is not enough to say that he is depressed, to recognize his
symptoms and resolve to face them squarely. To universalize
the poem he has to make me more than an onlooker, an under-
stander. He has to make gurgle, wetness, dolphins depress
me and resolve me to confront and analyse my own fears. I
think he could have done that if he had used more descriptive
details and less interpretation. If he had said '"water brims"
instead of "life-enhancing water brims," if he had gone on to
describe the bathtub ring or the streaks of rust down the
dolphins' faces or a water stain on the floor instead of ex-
plaining his recurrent symptoms as "lowered good humor then
an ominous rise of irritable enthusiasm," in other words, if he
had continued to recreate the experience by means of its con-
crete details as he did in "Water," we too might begin to under-
stand what anyone in such an illness might really have against
himself, because we could recognize similar symptoms and a
similar search in ourselves.
Sometimes a poet transcends and universalizes autobio-
graphical details only to discover that he has merely repro-
duced a cliche. He has failed, not to universalize what he
perceived about himself, but failed to perceive deeply enough
in the first place. For example, Anne Sexton's "I Remem-
ber:"5
By the first of August
the invisible beetles began
to snore and the grass was
as tough as hemp and was
no color — no more than
the sand was a color and
we had worn our bare feet
bare since the twentieth
5. All My Pretty Ones, Houghton Mifflin, 1962, p. 11.
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of June and there were times
we forgot to wind up your
alarm clock and some nights
we took our gin warm and neat
from old jelly glasses while
the sun blew out of sight
like a red picture hat and
one day I tied my hair back
with a ribbon and you said
that I looked almost like
a puritan lady and what
I remember best is that
the door to your room was
the door to mine.
In this poem she remembers a typical experience — a good love
affair — and recreates its feeling of bliss by recalling its strictly
individual details of season, place, and a couple of more
quirky oddities, such as gin in jelly glasses and her lover's
comment on her hair ribbon. This combination of details is
unique to this one experience, yet they are so typical that no
reader would have trouble in substituting similar ones from
soap opera for the same effect. The last two lines reaffirm
and climax the good feeling that the affair has left with the
poet and lets the reader share the feeling because the bedroom
is a common symbol of privacy, and the larger meaning of
door as any kind of opening is equally universal. What weak-
ens the poem is that what has been universalized is not the
full complexity of such an experience, but only the most
familiar part, that most often celebrated in poetry. The
poem mentions the bliss of privacy, but does not really ex-
plore that privacy and so cannot point to any of the important
universal perceptions of privacy which grow from a unique and
full experience of it.
A poem which exaggerates and thus clarifies the reason
why so much confessional poetry fails to universalize is Ron
Padgett's "When I Think More of My Own Future Than Of
Myself.
6. The Young American Poets, ed. Paul Carroll, Follett, 1968, p. 327.
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Coming out of the bathroom
That one has to go down the stairs one half flight
Out a door into an elevated courtyard
Along a little balcony to get to
I often have the thought
''How sad it is that I must die"
I do not think this thought proceeds
From emerging from the bathroom
Though emerging from the bathroom
Can change one's thoughts
— Just as, since my college studies.
When the thought was made available to me,
I have never been able to make any sort of really
reasonable connection
Between Love and Death
Granted that this poem may be conscious parody, it is still a
very bad poem. This bathroom is absurdly hard to get to.
Padgett emphasizes its oddity. His reaction is personally
idiosyncratic: most people don't think ruefully of death on
emerging from the bathroom. The oddness of the thought
suggests to him another bit of experience just as personal and
odd: his college studies have made it impossible for him to
figure out a logical connection between love and death — this
even though college studies would have presumably familiar-
ized him with the stories of Tristan and Isolde, Admetus and
Alcestis, and Romeo and Juliet.
If the poem's main purpose is implied by the title, the
speaker is saying that trying to explain ourselves to ourselves,
especially to project our futures, is a futile and silly act. But
to make me feel the futility and silliness of it he would need to
develop the actual experience further. He has merely said
that emerging from the bathroom gave him the thought. He
evoked the thought from the sensations presented to his eyes,
skin, and viscera even less than Lowell did, and he gives us
no sensations connected with his college studies at all. The
result is that he seems to be saying, "What a wonderful,
strange, complex being am 1!" The reader will not be in-
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terested unless as a result of the poem he can say those words
about himself too.
My examination of these poems which use the technique
of selecting and sequencing literal autobiographical detail
for the purpose of universalizing it presents no new insights
into the poetic process. Basically poets have always looked
into themselves and transformed what they saw into what
they hoped was universally true and universally appealing.
But the selection of the autobiographical material to seem
as if it had not been edited, the sequencing of it to seem acci-
dental, the hiding of artifice so that the reader feels that he
has stumbled on a bit of diary or overheard a bit of conversa-
tion or listened in on a mind talking to itself or peered through
a borrowed eyesocket without the owner knowing it — this is
a technique especially dear to the contemporary poet. If he
fails to universalize his unique experience, he says, in effect,
"Look how interesting I am." But if he succeeds, the reader
says, "Look how interesting 1 am." And the poem which
makes a reader say that is a poem he'll keep.
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William Stafford
THE LIFE I LIVE IS FICTION, THE STORY
I TELL IS TRUTH
A Japanese
fishing float — a hollow glass ball
about four inches through: this one
lodged above a log on the sand.
(When they wash away again, they often
get caught in that giant eddy in The North —
miles of driftwood packed together,
turning.)
A Christmas
tree by the road — it has blown off a truck,
or maybe a road crew trimmed it maintaining
the ditch: we put it up in the living room
and hang tinsel on it from a box in the attic.
At the top we put a little brown toy
bear, its paws curled around a branch.
And then
we bring out the float and hold
it up to the light: it is blue, wavy
lines and bubbles in the glass. Something
is inside — 'dt's paper," we say. think
there is writing on it — a message." Yes,
there is a crumpled paper, and probably
writing, but we can't quite tell. I want
tc:) break in and find out, but we hold it and turn
it with delight. We say, "We ought to
keep it like this. Maybe we'll throw it
back and let it float to that slowly turning
island of driftwood in the ocean."
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All day
we talk — just rambling, the way
we used to. "Do you think that God really
believes?" "No, He's smarter than that."
"But surely He believes in Himself?" "No,
He has H is doubts." "How did civilization
start?" "From a headache, I think —
really. Just think about it, all sorts of
surmises would come, along with the pain."
At last
we take down the tree and put back
the tinsel and bear in the attic. I look
at the strange little float. I turn,
take paper and pen and write this story.
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TODAY
Somebody today called me "old."
I whirled: "Why, you
young whippersnapper!"
"See, Pop — that's what I mean: you
called me 'young' and
'whippersnapper'! See, Pop?"
Why, that. . . . "Wait," I called, "now
wait just a little minute," but that imp
scampered around out of reach and laughed.
I lunged — I'm not that old — and had him.
He twisted, and I saw him familiar —
he was like me, just such a scamp.
"What have you done with the rest of my life!"
And he looked so scared, just like me,
that I didn't want to know.
And I let him go,
and he ran.
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A MEETING IN BERKELEY IN THE Ho's
"Bourgeois" ricocheted often. I seem to remember
a morning glory vine from the speaker's mouth. Duncan
and Spicer and a bunch of graduate students were there.
Steam I guess it was tapped a pipe in the wall,
under the voices, beating like the world and subtracting
from words. Someone said, "Stupid," and the windows
looked
at each other. Wherever that room was going, it held
still for a minute, then the steam wasn't sure
again. I bowed and let the steam and the vine
and the circling earth all have their fair share.
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NOTICE WHAT THIS POEM IS NOT DOING
The light along the hills in the morning
comes down slowly, naming the trees
white, then coasting the ground for stones to nominate.
Notice what this poem is not doing.
A house, a house, a barn, the old
quarry, where the river shrugs —
how much of this place is yours?
Notice what this poem is not doing.
Every person gone has taken a stone
to hold, and catch the sun. The carving
says, "'Not here, but called away."
Notice what this poem is not doing.
The sun, the earth, the sky, all wait.
The crows and redbirds talk. The light
along the hills has come, has found you.




He came and sat by my side, and I did not wake up. I
went on dreaming of vast houses with rooms I had not seen,
of men suddenly appearing whom I did not know, but who
knew me, of thistles whose points shone as if a light were in-
side.
A man came to me and began to play music. One arm
lay outside the covers. He put the dulcimer in my hand but
I did not play it. I went on, hearing.
Why didn't I wake up? And why didn't I play? Because
I am asleep, and the sleeping man is all withdrawn into him-
self. He thinks the sound of a shutting door is a tooth falling
from his head, or his head rolling to the ground.
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THE PAIL
Friend, this body is made of camphor and gopher wood.
So for two days I gathered ecstasies from my own body, I
rose up and down, surrounded only by bare woc’)d and bare air
and some gray cloud, and what was inside me came so close
to me, and I lived and died!
Now it is morning. The faint rain of March hits the bark
of the half-grown trees. The honeysuckle bush will drip
water, the moon will grow wet sailing, the granary door turns
dark on the outside, the oats inside still dry.
And the grandfather comes back inquiringly to the farm,
his son stares down at the pickup tire, the family lawyer loses
his sense of incompetence for a moment, in the barn the big
pail is swung out so as to miss the post.
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FINDING THE FATHER
This body offers to carry us for nothing — as the ocean
carries logs along — so on some days the bc^dy wails with its
great energy, it smashes up the rocks, lifting small crabs, who
flow around the sides. Someone knocks on the door, we do not
have time to dress. He wants us to come with him through
the blowing and rainy streets, to the dark house. We will
go there, the body says, and there find the father whom we
never met, who wandered in a snowstorm the night we were
born, who then lost his memory, and has lived since longing
for his child, whom he saw only once. . . While he worked as a
shoemaker, as a cattle herder in Australia, as a restaurant
cook who painted at night. When you light the lamp you will
see him, he sits there behind the door. The eyebrows so




A LANDSCAPE WITH CRUTCHES
So many crutches. Now even the daylight
Needs one, even the smoke
As it goes up. And the shacks —
One per customer — they move off
In a single file with difficulty,
I said, with a hell of an effort.
And the trees behind them about to stumble.
And the ants on their toy-crutches.
And the wind on its ghost-crutch.
I can't get any peace around here:
The bread on its artificial limbs,
A headless doll in a wheelchair.
And my mother, mind you, using
Two knives for crutches as she squats to pee.
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NURSERY RHYME
The little pig goes to market.
Historical necessity. I like to recite
and you prefer to write on the blackboard.
Leapfrog and marbles.
Their heads are big and their noses are short.
Lovely afternoon. The prisc'>n guards.
A street maimed so it can go on begging.
Eternal recurrence and its rubble.
Follow your calling, we follow ours.
The soldier's hand is gentle. The meadow.
People who snore have happy dreams.
Our father loves all his creatures equally.
A pig with gold teeth, says the barber.
Banks of a stream lined with willows.
Now someone's kicking him to hurry up.
Rope, a little milk for the rope.
Give me another cigarette quickly.
Misery. Its wedding photograph.
I see a blur, a speck, meager, receding.
Our lives trailing in its wake.
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ANIMAL ACTS
A bear who eats with a silver spoon.
Two apes adept at grave-digging.
Rats who do calculus.
A police dog who copulates with a woman.
Who takes undertaker's measurements.
A bedbug who suffers, who has doubts
About his existence. The miraculous
Laughing dove. A thousand year old turtle
Playing billiards. A chicken who
Cuts his own throat, who bleeds profusely.
The trainer with his sugar-cubes.
With his chair and whip. The evenings
When they all huddle in a cage.
Smoking cheap cigars, lazily
Marking the cards in the new deck.
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CONTRIBUTORS
ILSE AICHINGER recently won
the coveted Literary Prize of the
City of Vienna. Her prose piece
in this issue, one of a series, was
"spotted" by Stuart Friebert at a
reading he gave with her last
spring in Salzburg at the Georg
Trakl House.
H. C. ARTMANN, an accom-
plished linguist, writes poems,
theater pieces, and prose. The
selections in this issue are taken
from his collection, Fleiss und
Industrie, published in 1967 by
Suhrkamp Verlag.
Who does not know that ALOY-
SIUS BERTRAND was the first,
and still perhaps the greatest,
practitioner of the prose poem?
His posthumous collection, Gas-
pard de la nuit, was published in
1842, yet he is still hardly known
in the English-speaking world.
The translator of the selections
here, JAMES WEEKS, poet and
carpenter, is currently living in
New York City.
"These three," writes ROBERT
BEY, "are from a group of twenty
new ones, which I'm going to call
Friend, This Body is Made of
Camphor and Gopher Wood."
RUSSELL EDSON, who will be
traveling on the Ohio Poetry Cir-
cuit this spring, has a new book
coming out in the summer, The
Intuitive Journey «&Other Works,
from Harper & Row. A Bicenten-
nial book?
ALBERT GOLDBARTH's last col-
lection was Jan. 31, and the next
one is to be called Comings Back,
due next fall. Both from Double-
day.
MICHAEL S. HARPER directs
the writing prc')gram at Brown
University; his latest book is
Nightmare Begins Responsibility,
published by the University of
Illinois Press. He recently edited
a special issue of The Iowa Re-
view and a supplement to
American Poetry Review.
STRATIS HAVIARIS is the auth-
or of four books of poetry in
Greek. He left Greece in 1967,
after the military takeover, and
began writing in English about
three years ago; he is presently
curator of Harvard's poetry col-
lection.
The poems by ZBIGNIEW HER-
BERT in this issue are from a
recent collection titled Mr. Cogi-
to, all of which has been trans-
lated into German, where we
first ran across it. Special thanks
to SERGE KRYZYTSKI of Ober-
lin's German and Russian Depart-
ment for his work on the original
Polish of all these translations.
PATRICIA IKEDA, a recent
graduate of Oberlin, currently
works for the College Informa-
tion Office here.
LAURA JENSEN is presently
living in Tacoma, Washington,
her home town.
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THOMAS JOHNSON'S most re-
cent volume of poems is Ground
Zero, from West Coast Poetry
Review Press. Forthcoming:
Arriving at the Nadir, Copper
Beech Press, and The Gardens
of Our Going, Twowindows Press.
He is currently working on an
MFA at Cornell U niversity.
SHIRLEY KAUFMAN lives in
Israel. We understand that her
new collection. Carbon, will be
published in England shortly.
BILL KNOTT continues to go
around giving funny and moving
readings of his poems. In the
process, he sometimes shares
taxis.
SANDRA McPherson is again
teaching at the Iowa Workshop
this year. Her latest book is
Radiation, Ecco Press.
ADRIENNE RICH's New and
Selected Poems was published by
Norton last year.
DAVID ST. JOHN is presently
teaching at Oberlin College.
With the next issue of FIELD he
will replace TOM LUX, who is now
at Sarah Lawrence, as an editor.
His bc^ok of poems. Slow Dance,
should be out from Barn Dream
Press in early 1976. He is also
working on a TV movie to be
called The Last Surrealist Bandit,
in which he hopes to feature
Larry Levis and the spirit of
Nusch Eluard!
CHARLES SIMIC, the author of
Return to a Place Lit by a Glass
of Milk, 1 ives and teaches in
New Hampshire. Up on Old
Mountain Road.
WILLIAM STAFFORD recently
published a small collection
called GoingPlaces withThe West
Coast Poetry Review Press.
ALBERTA TURNER is editing an
anthology. Ask the Poet, to be
published next year by David Mc-
Kay. More about that in the next
issue.
JEAN VALENTINE lives in New
York City, and is teaching this
year at Sarah Lawrence. Ordi-
nary Things, her most recent
book, is just out in paperback
(Noonday Press).
DAVID WALKER is a graduate
student at Cornell University.
His translations of Gunter Eich
will be represented in Michael
Benedikt's forthcoming anthol-
ogy of prose poetry.
BRUCE WEIGL has started a new
magazine. Pocket Pal. Two is-
sues have appeared, and a third
is in the making. He asks us to
pass on the address: Box 433,
RFD 3, Rochester, New Hamp-
shire, 03867.
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A NOTE ON COVERS: In response to many inquiries and to keep
the record straight, we'd like to admit that the message on the back
of the postcard for FIELD #12, purportedly from Baudelaire and
concerning Aloysius Bertrand (see this issue), was indeed spurious.
On the other hand, there is nothing phony about the Trakl postcard
used for this issue. It comes to us from Hans Weichselbaum, Direc-
tor c^f the Trakl Archives in Salzburg, and is from Trakl and a friend
who was visiting him in the hospital, to another friend in Innsbruck.
The message, translated, reads as follows: "Heartfelt greetings
from Cracow! Was visiting Trakl here in the hospital, from which
he'll be released in the next few days. Yours, Ludwig Ficker . . .
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